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Summarized below are selected highlights of conflicts within contra ranks emerging since the
signing of the March 23 accords in Sapoa, Nicaragua. Shortly after March 23, a group of contras,
members of the Nicaraguan Resistance (RN) General Assembly in Miami, formed the "Movement
For National Dignity." This movement called for the resignation of the members of the Sapoa
contra delegation, describing them as traitors. According to a member of the movement, former
vice president under Anastasio Somoza's regime, Silvio Arguello, "Legally, we have the power to
reject the Sapoa accords and bring down the [five-member RN] directorate." On April 15, the eve
of the first high-level peace talks between the Nicaraguan government and the contras, the military
component of the contra delegation arrived in Managua led by Juan Ramon Rivas Ramos (Quiche),
chief of the FDN High Command, and Jose Benito Bravo (Mack), chief of military intelligence,
both loyal to contra military chief Enrique Bermudez. They replaced contra commanders Diogenes
Hernandez Membreno (Fernando) and Walter Calderon Lopez (Tono). Both had been relieved
of their military commands by Bermudez, and henceforth excluded from negotiations with the
Sandinistas. On May 3, a petition endorsed by 49 contra field commanders and civilian members
of the RN in Tegucigalpa, was sent to the contra directorate headquarters in Miami. The document,
reportedly composed on April 16, called for the immediate restructuring of contra forces and
dismissal of Bermudez, who would be replaced by a junta of regional contra commanders. Fifteen
of 28 regional commanders originally signed the petition; two later renounced the document under
pressure by Bermudez. UPI was informed on May 4 that five deposed contra commanders had been
deported from Honduras, including Calderon Lopez (Tono), Hernandez Membreno (Fernando)
and Tirzo Ramon Moreno Aguilar (Rigoberto). They had organized the above petition. On May 7,
several contra commanders, including Hernandez Membrano, Calderon Lopez, Enrique Sanchez,
Donald Lecayo Nunez, Isidoro Moreno Aguilar, Encarnacion Valdivia, Gustavo Quezada, among
others, issued protests against Bermudez. Contra sources told AP that the major protest issues
were Bermudez' opposition to the March 23 Sapoa accords, and the contra directorate's cutoff of
all assistance to contra forces, including $200 per month salaries. On May 8, Hernandez Membreno
led 2,000 contras in a mutiny at an isolated contra camp in San Jose de Yamales, Honduras, 36 km.
from the Nicaraguan border, in an effort to force the ouster of Bermudez and his loyalists. Later,
contra sources said Hernandez and other disaffected contra commanders had agreed to negotiate
their differences with Bermudez. Meanwhile, Hernandez Membreno's supporters asserted in
telephone interviews with the New York Times that other field commanders inside Nicaragua have
said by radio that they support the attempted rebellion. On May 9, the five members of the contra
directorate and Bermudez met in Miami. Little was reportedly resolved at this session. Bermudez,
accompanied by Azucena Ferrey and Pedro Joaquin Chamorro, arrived in Tegucigalpa on May 10
to negotiate with rebellious troops. They reportedly attempted and failed to obtain a guarantee of
support from commanders of some 2,500 contras in northern Nicaragua. On May 10, contra sources
told AP that Jose Benito Bravo ("Mack") had been detained by the Honduran police, but was later
released. On May 11, a meeting of contra regional commanders began in Yamales. Journalists
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were not permitted entry to the village. In a May 12 telephone interview with AP, Bermudez said
the rebellious contras were playing into the hands of the Sandinistas. He warned that force could
be used to terminate the rebellion. On the same day, contra sources reported that Hernandez
Membreno would be deported from Honduras. (Basic data from back issues of CAU; AP, 05/12/88;
New York Times, 05/12/88)
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